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Fashion companies do not market their
clothes, but the lifestyle those clothes
suggest. From streetwise Diesel to the
rock-star glamour of Roberto Cavalli, they
are promoting a certain style of home life,
social life and social standing and in
buying their designs, you are buying into
that dream. Where and how you dine 
are inevitably a crucial part of this, 
as the dining table has always been a
representation of taste and culture. This
creates a tight bond between fashionable
choices of attire and tableware, as the
fashion houses are well aware.

EMPORARY
LIFESTYLE
Trends for entertaining in
the home are increasing,

whilst manners and dress are becoming
more casual. Rather than living up to
formerly expected standards, many
young hosts now want to express
themselves more creatively both in
their clothes and their home, so fun,
daring, bold, colourful, or extremely
chic, original dinner-party tableware is
increasingly in demand.
Our attitude to tableware is very like
our attitude to fashion these days. We
no longer buy a set of glasses or plates
thinking that they are to last us our
entire lives. They will serve their
purpose, then some will break or show
wear and or more likely, their style will
go out of fashion, by which time we 
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Armani's Ambra, Alga and Asprum dinnerware
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to chinaware and
antique, decorative

wine glasses with decorative
rims and etched surface details,
surrounded by an air of romantic
nostalgia for times and manners long
gone. Their clothes, likewise have a
touch of the antique, as do Prada’s
latest creations, or are re-designed
versions of seventies classics, as were
many of the Armani clothing designs
on the catwalks this year.
Like the clothes on the catwalk and
more importantly, those we wear, the
tableware we set on our table can
reflect our personality, in refinement,
generosity, excess, reserve, glamour,
humour or just plain eccentricity. Just
as the clothes we dress in say
something about us to other people, so
the table we dress says something to
our guests, not only
regarding
character, but
also of how well
we treat them
and therefore
how highly we
respect and
value them.
Having your
guests drink
wine from cheap
tumblers instead

will be ready to try
something different

and trends will have moved
on. As with a Chanel suit, only the
truly classic, such as a traditional set of
lead crystal glasses and decanter, will
stand the test of time completely.
Changes in the season’s latest colours,
shapes, materials, atmosphere and
values first show on the catwalks, but
have always been closely followed by
the home.

FASHION FOOD
In the past, food trends were those
which showed the slowest rate of
change. However, it is now apparent
that food is becoming a fashion and
that attitudes to food are changing
rapidly in an era when general
awareness of fashion labels has
increased fast. When we consider how
chic the Italian coffee bar and the
Japanese Sushi restaurant or how
popular fast-food chains for teenagers
have become, this change seems clear.
A Research Institurion BILD survey of
general market development, stated
that ‘changes in values first show up in
clothing and fashion, and soon after
they appear in food and drink habits,
and later in vacations, automobiles and
furniture. In the countries in Europe
where modern values prevail, food is
not the first but the second to
change…A part of the food market is
already a fashion market and this part
is growing.’ It is inevitable that
changing fashions in food lead to
changing trends in tableware.

A PINCH OF NOSTALGIA
Fashion influences everything including
interior design, thus Retro fans return

of elegant wine glasses, could make
them feel undervalued, spoiling the
evening just a little bit, like going to a
black-tie party dressed for 
a picnic.

LIFE IN ETRO
An original, optimistic, fun and
humourous play with the past are
important if a well-set table is to catch
the eye. A similar idea was shown by
fashion house Etro, whose last
Autumn-Winter menswear shows for
2004-5 put on a show parodying the
nobility and the era of medieval
knights. The elegance and culture of
historic reference made the clothes that
bit more special, as would a classic
crystal decanter on the dinnertable. 
The season’s colours on the catwalk are
decided well beforehand to be those of
the moment and through industry
communication are also adopted for
tableware. Etro are one fashion house
with a range of colourful luxury home
furnishing fabrics which complement
the dress fabric used for their clothing
designs. As another promoter of
lifestyle, they also produce home
accessories and furnishings. 
Etro’s range of glass vases, plates and
bottles is as bold and rich as their
velvets and silk, imitating the hues and
tones of their 2004-5 collections.
Strong colour swirls through the

Etro goes bold and lively in
decorative glass

Winter warmth in Etro 
swirls
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shapes, uneven and
unpredictable, full of life
and movement.

CAVALLI
COCKTAILS
Roberto Cavalli has
designed and built a bar
for the fashionable
socialites to see and be
seen in, sipping cocktails in
the leopard-patterned seats or dining in
view. And seen they will be, as the
curved wall of the bar-restaurant is
entirely in glass, supported by 
a modern metal structure. 
The subtle colour of tall, elegant vases
fades into clear crystal, clear glasses,
dishes and ashtrays. The fashion
fantasy continues in vases curving in

uneven, natural shapes
with gold lines in
the glass.

the table. Armani’s home collections
will probably soon be influencing the
biggest design houses as they seek to
predict the future of tableware
fashion. In the Armani tableware
collections, only shape and the luxury
of natural texture such as glass, exotic
woods, dark bronze and grey
porcelain with matt glazes is
important to give a table an
unforgettable atmosphere of
understated chic. Like Armani 
suits, the colours are mute and
sophisticated and the materials warm
and natural. The refined ethnic
influences have a little Deco added,
which echoes throughout. Unusual re-
thinking of simple, utilitarian forms
including wine glasses, vases, trays,
plates and cutlery, gives the items
more character and interest.
The glassware includes minimal thick
glasses reminiscent of those found in
French bistros, grey glasses, Murano
glasses in gold leaf and transparent,
milk coloured glasses with a low stem.
Vases and bronze cups are finished
with a glaze in various shades of
brown and oxidised green. These
details are echoed in the lamps and
lampshades, produced with an
unusual technique resulting in a
particular soft lighting for a calm and

relaxed atmosphere. Of course
these are Armani’s favourite
colours for the catwalk.

AT HOME WITH
ARMANI
Perhaps the world’s most
successful fashion story,
Armani suggests

understatement and
subtlety rather than

Versace’s extravagance and Etro’s
exuberance. The Armani Casa
tableware collection illustrates the
fashion designer’s passion for that
precise but light and natural
minimalism of Japanese design. This
has influenced him so greatly that it
lead to the setting up of the Armani-
Nobù restaurant in Milan, totally
combining the prestige of fashion with
stylish dining. Armani Casa is
relatively new, a recent example of
how fashion houses are realising the
importance of home design on the

modern market and of marketing
lifestyle as a fashion produce.
For the last two years, Giorgio

Armani has been working on a
home collection, focusing on the

three most important
elements, the sofa,
the bed and

Adelfi, Ambra and Giungla make an Armani setting

Curvy Cavalli crystal
gets noticed

The fashionably
black Armani Edipo
range of glasses
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